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Moving And Accessing Sas 9.1 FilesSAS Institute, 2004
In this guide, you'll learn how to use CEDA, the preferred strategy for file access across a network, as well as how to use the traditional method of moving a SAS file across operating environments.

Discover how you can choose from among multiple strategies to easily move or access SAS files across operating environments. In this guide...
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The Power of PROC FORMATSAS Institute, 2005
The FORMAT procedure in SAS is an extremely useful procedure that is often included in most
of my source code. I first started using PROC FORMAT to create formats to be used as a table
lookup for grouping data in reports. I then started to use PROC FORMAT to aid data set
creation and also to define new variables. I also learned to...
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The Complete Guide to SAS IndexesSAS Institute, 2006
           Charles Patridge Sr. Data Engineer Full Capture Solutions, Inc
 Michael has written an excellent learning and reference manual about SAS® indexes which is well thought out and presented aptly. 

       Marje Fecht Partner Prowerk Consulting
   Michael Raithel...
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Getting Started With SAS Enterprise Miner 5.2SAS Institute, 2006
SAS defines data mining as the process of uncovering hidden patterns in large amounts of data. Many industries use data mining to address business problems and opportunities such as fraud detection, risk and affinity analyses, database marketing, householding, customer churn, bankruptcy prediction, and...
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Base SAS Guide to Information MapsSAS Institute, 2006
A SAS Information Map is business metadata about your data. Information maps are user-friendly metadata definitions of data sources and enable your business users to query data in order to meet specific business needs. Metadata is information about the structure and...
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The Essential Guide to SAS Dates and TimesSAS Institute, 2006
Why does SAS use January 1, 1960, as its arbitrary reference date? How do you convert a value such as 27 January, 2003, into SAS dates? You?ll find the answers to these questions and much more in this compact reference that makes it easy to understand how to use and manipulate dates, times, and datetimes in SAS. Novice-to-intermediate users will...
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SAS Guide to Report Writing: ExamplesSAS Institute, 2005
Sue Hakomaki  Academic & Distributed Computing Services Office of Information Technology University of Minnesota
 I found this book very user-friendly with simple examples to more detailed examples. Each featured option is explained clearly. 

       Jump-start your report-writing skills! Report writing has never...
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SAS for Mixed Models (Second Edition)SAS Institute, 2006
David A. Dickey
Professor of Statistics, North Carolina State University
 This revision of an already excellent text includes information-rich examples serving as templates for a wide variety of applications. 
       
Geert Molenberghs
Center for Statistics, Hasselt University, Diepenbeek,...
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Data Mining Using SAS Enterprise Miner: A Case Study ApproachSAS Institute, 2003
To start Enterprise Miner, start SAS and then type miner on the SAS command bar.

Enterprise Miner organizes data analyses into projects and diagrams. Each project may have several process flow diagrams, and each diagram may contain several analyses. Typically each diagram contains an analysis of...
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Data Management and Reporting Made Easy with SAS Learning Edition 2.0SAS Institute, 2006
           Alex Dmitrienko Business Intelligence SAS Users Group
 This book provides a detailed, useful overview with several excellent examples to engage the reader and grasp more complex concepts. 

       Now it's easy to manage data and create reports without writing any SAS code using SAS...
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SAS 9.1.3 Management Console User's GuideSAS Institute, 2006
SAS Management Console is a Java application that provides a single point of control for managing resources that are used throughout the Intelligence Value Chain. Rather than using a separate administrative interface for each application in your computing environment, you can use SAS Management Console’s single interface to perform the...
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SAS Intelligence Platform: Overview (Second Edition)SAS Institute, 2006
This guide is the point-of-entry document for understanding the basics of the SAS Intelligence Platform. It discusses the benefits of the SAS Intelligence Platform to businesses, describes the architecture of the SAS Intelligence Platform, and provides an overview of each software component in the platform.

The SAS Intelligence Platform...
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